Advertisement for recruitment of Project Fellow

Department of Hindi
School of Distance Education
University of Kerala
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

Dated: 19/10/2020

Walk in Interview

Walk in interview for the eligible candidates for the post of a Project Fellow in the University of Kerala funded project-P1.A1/Annual Paln19-20 entitled “Transgender Issues as reflected in contemporary Hindi & Malayalam films from 2000 to 2018” in The Department of Hindi, SDE, University of Kerala, Kariavattom, 695581, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. Details of the post are mentioned below.

Name of the Post: Project Fellow
No of Posts: One (1)
Stipend per month: @Rs 6000/pm
Tenure of the Post: 1Year or till the termination of the Project
(Whichever is earlier)

Requirement for the post: First class in MA Hindi
Other requirements preferred: NET/MPhil/PhD, Research Experience, Knowledge of Computing in Hindi

Date & Time of Interview: 27/10/2020 11am
Venue: Directors Room, School of Distance Education, University of Kerala, Kariavattom,695581, Thiruvananthapuram

A detailed bio data and original certificates should be produced in the time of interview
Selected candidate will be informed by email or phone.
For further details contact Dr Indu K V, Project Coordinator, Mob:9497457004

Dr Indu K V